Agency Case Studies
Supporting Clients to Sell More Stuff and Build Better Brands

How we have
supported our clients
to generate more
leads.

Our team is qualified in the deployment of a range of marketing
CRM and automation software including Marketo, SharpSpring,
Eloqua and HubSpot.
HubSpot is our preferred partner due to the scalability of the
platform to meet the needs of the end user.
We are a gold HubSpot partner which grants us access to the
latest technology, training and on-demand technical support
allowing us to deliver a first class service.

Sandvik
Making the shift from tradeshow to nurture
campaign

The brief
Historically Sandvik has relied on tradeshows and events
to play key roles in their sales and marketing plans.
In 2020 tradeshows and events throughout the world
were postponed or cancelled following the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic. With their marketing plan
compromised Sandvik tasked Fifth Ring with developing
an alternative digital plan to replace the event led
strategy.
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Activation
With limitations on the opportunity for face-to-face contact,
communications with new and existing customers needed to take
a new form. On-going communications with customers had to be
done through digital channels and in multiple ways, to speak to
contacts at every stage of the buyer journey.
As a starting point, Fifth Ring recommended a new email
marketing platform to move the SMT marketing team from three
different platforms, to one platform to be utilized globally across
each division with the business unit.
Together with the team at Sandvik, we introduced a new webinar
series, alongside the existing content strategy to enable ongoing
opportunities to interact with new and existing contacts, and to
improve search engine optimization in relation to their product
offering.
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Results

615

New contacts generated

45%

Average email open rate

25%

Click through rate

With digital engagement at an all time high Fifth Ring quickly
pivoted Sandvik’s marketing strategy to focus on digital marketing
and lead generation.
The webinar series was successfully launched in the Americas first,
shortly followed by APAC using the same email platform to track
user insights and new contact sign ups.
A feedback loop was developed to regularly share the results of the
campaign activity and to pivot the strategy when required.
The results of the campaign exceeded initial expectations and has
transformed the way Sandvik plan on marketing their products and
services in the future. The regular reporting schedule allows Sandvik
to develop future marketing campaigns that are data driven.

Jotun
Revenue generating digital marketing campaign

Jotun
Global provider of paints and coatings
Operates in more than 100 countries
Headquartered in Sandefjord, Norway

Business broke into 4 segments:
Decorative | Protective | Marine | Powder

The opportunity
For the first time, Jotun was creating campaigns which bundled aligned products and aimed at target markets,
rather than by individual product line. The Thermosafe campaign bundles together several products, all of which
protect onshore processing facilities (mainly) from extreme conditions.
These newly engineered products were being introduced to a marketplace that thought of pain as a last
considerations and focused on color and corrosion control rather than the performance of the pipes and facilities.
As this was the first campaign of its kind in Jotun, there were internal stakeholders to engage with and consider,
how would they respond to something so new and different? Externally, Jotun customers had never considered
paints and coatings in this manner before.
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Our solution
Fifth Ring took a strategic approach, looking holistically at what Jotun was trying to achieve,
creating a campaign that was like nothing Jotun had ever done before, with the campaign
tagline “Applied Perfornance” and a bold visually appealing look and feel.
In addition, Fifth Ring produced and executed a multi-channel plan with tactics including:
¡ Trade press advertising
¡ Paid social media advertising
¡ Content strategy and creation (including articles, eBooks, leaflets, video, info graphics,
stand designs and even a colouring book.
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Results

40,000
Unique page views

500%

Increase in product sales

Since the campaign launched, Jotun has seen profits in one of the products
included increase by more than 300% and for other by 500% with 18 new
customers approving or specifying the products for future projects. The
campaign page has seen more than 40,000 unique page views with the
average time spent on the page more than 1 minute 40 seconds (the previous
Joutn.com average was 30 seconds). The Jotun Protective LinkedIn account
received more than 700 new followers and hundreds of customers attended
seminars on the products.

National Tube Supply
Developing a robust and active digital presence

National Tube Supply
National Tube Supply (NTS) is a national
distributor of carbon and alloy mechanical
tubing based in University Park, IL with facilities
around North America. National Tube Supply
engaged Fifth Ring to identify how it could
increase visibility of its Baytown, TX facility in
the enormous Houston marketplace.
Historically, steel manufacturers have a more
traditional take on marketing, and National
Tube Supply was looking for an edge to break
through this.

The opportunity
Fifth Ring saw an opportunity for National Tube Supply to become one of the premier tube suppliers with a robust
and active digital presence.
• Over the next year, Fifth Ring aimed to achieve the following objectives:
• Establish visibility and ultimately generate potential sales leads.
• Position National Tube Supply as a reliable supplier in the steel manufacturing industry.
• Drive traffic to the website as the hub of all National Tube Supply’s digital presence.
• Amplify National Tube Supply’s key messages using social media.
• Increase brand awareness within Texas for National Tube Supply’s Houston facility.
• Modernize existing creative to be in line with National Tube Supply’s vision for the company
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Our solution
First, Fifth Ring worked with National Tube Supply to identify
the key messages it wanted to share online. As a familyoriented organization, it has strong values and ties to the
community, which Fifth Ring wanted to convey externally to
put a brand personality behind this manufacturing company.
To channel these key messages into results-driven digital
content, Fifth Ring created a well-rounded content strategy,
including informational blogs, targeted social media content
and personalized e-newsletters.
Fifth Ring created and tested a variety of content on each
platform to see what resonated the most with the audience
that National Tube Supply was building. As NTS began
consistently publishing content on multiple platforms, Fifth
Ring was able to identify which audiences were engaging
with the company most frequently.
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Results

321%

Increase in web users

3150%
Rise in social traffic

9,618

LinkedIn impressions

Within the first 12 months, a reinvigorated social media strategy generated
the following results for National Tube Supply:
¡ LinkedIn impressions increased from 0 to 9,618 per month
¡ LinkedIn clicks increased from 0 to 293 clicks per month
¡ Twitter impressions increased 3,655 percent
¡ Facebook impressions increased from 0 to 2,067 per month
¡ Facebook engagements increased from 0 to 319 per month
¡ Facebook referrals to the website increased 3,500 percent
¡ Twitter referrals to the website increased from 0 to 12 per month
¡ Facebook referrals increased from 0 to nine per month

THE CHALLENGE
Following a successful start as a company ROVOP
had outgrown its initial brand story and identified a
need to improve how it was perceived in its sector
and beyond.
ROVOP needed a brand refresh, both internally
and externally, and a platform on which to build
favourability and familiarity.
In order to support this, Fifth Ring was tasked with
developing a new and compelling story and
implementation plan to embed ROVOP’s message
in the marketplace, and reposition
the company as a key player within the global
energy industry.

THE PROCESS
Fifth Ring worked closely with ROVOP’s senior leadership team and
applied its proven Brand Asset Management process to develop, define
and articulate the new brand story.
Making the transition from local challenger to global player included
producing and executing a multi-pronged approach, considering:
•
•
•
•
•

Key targets, messages and channels
A strategic marketing communications plan
A tactical delivery for activating the new brand
A modern and responsive website
Impactful PR

ANSWER

CREATIVE

THE

This is a forward facing brand. One that needs forward
facing work. So our creative minds got to work, taking
the ROVOP brand forward, uniting its messages with a
newly aligned message hierarchy.
A vision for the company going forward was created, taking
the brand into a new era.
We created a fresh mission every member of staff could
believe in, get behind and get their teeth into. We developed a
value proposition that brought every benefit for ROVOP’s
customers to life.
And lastly, but not leastly, we ensured everything was
together in one place, with a refreshed brand look and feel and
a confident tone of voice that was befitting for a great brand
like ROVOP.

To reinforce brand
consistency and build
recognition within the
industry we developed
brand guidelines for ROVOP

THE RESULTS
Following the brand and website launch Fifth Ring helped ROVOP to
achieve:
Over 78,000 webpage views
An increase of 481% in mobile visitors
A press circulation of 7,353,769
Successful media engagement at 9 global events

THE CHALLENGE
Inhance Technologies was in search of a partner to lead the
development and promotion of its story to current and expanding
markets, applications and geographies.
Due to its recent international expansion, additional offerings and
new markets, Inhance Technologies needed a new perspective
on its story that could be told more effectively and consistently
worldwide. A big part of that story included better communicating
its sustainability mission, of which many existing customers were
unaware.
Inhance Technologies envisioned a comprehensive repositioning
of the company that would encourage new lead generation,
notoriety and recognition as a leader in the specialty plastics and
chemicals space.

THE PROCESS
The strategy for Inhance Technologies focused on aligning
organisational objectives using our building brands and selling stuff
models. To achieve this, the strategy was split into two phases:
foundation and activation.
Foundation
To kick off the foundational phase, Fifth Ring conducted in-depth
employee and customers interviews, a competitor audit, and a three-day
workshop with Inhance Technologies leadership at the Fifth Ring
Americas office. Fifth Ring’s experienced brand and strategy team used
the culmination of these inputs to determine the new direction and
personality of the brand, one that would be positioned as a leader in
technology transformation for specialty plastics and chemicals.

THE PROCESS
Activation
With the new brand concept enthusiastically approved by Inhance
Technologies leadership, it was time for the next phase: brand
activation. Fifth Ring began this phase by orchestrating an internal
brand launch to present the new messaging to what would become
Inhance Technologies’ group of biggest brand ambassadors.
After a successful internal launch, Fifth Ring planned the external brand
launch on Earth Day to coincide with Inhance Technologies’
sustainability offering, a key aspect of the new messaging. On launch
day, the new website went live, along with announcements on refreshed
social media channels, a press release and an external email campaign to
new and existing customers.

ANSWER

CREATIVE

THE

Inhance Technologies’ products are excellent. But it
needed a great brand to promote them. We set about
taking the positioning of their brand to a global level.
We created a strong message hierarchy and also set
about naming their suite of products within their
portfolio, with a structure to match.
Focusing on their world expertise in chemistry, we devised a
fresh new tagline. The science of better was born, which, along
with a bold vision and proud mission statement would firmly
embed the new brand across the world for staff and clients alike.
This helped pave the way for a whole host of activity. From its
launch with a fresh new website, advertising, ebooks and online
posts, the science of better is being promoted through the
science of better marketing.

STRATEGIC PRINCIPLE

At the forefront of technical innovation.
This is not merely chemistry, but turns
the overall brand benefit into an artform.

The science of better
Inhance Technologies takes
clients’ products and improves
them. With a duality of meaning,
this also insinuates that Inhance
Technoliogies takes science to
another level.

Focusing on customer
journey we developed a
consistent brand
experience across all
digital touch points.

THE RESULTS
The new Inhance Technologies brand is
visually stunning, more modern and cohesive
across all owned channels.
The collateral and content created appeals to
customers throughout Inhance
Technologies’ buyer journey. Existing
customers are more aware of the benefits of
choosing Inhance Technologies solutions,
including sustainability. And, the company
has received outstanding customer feedback
on the new corporate website.

Within the first month of
launch, results showed:
•

73.24% increase in new
website sessions

•

53.41% increase in page
views/session

•

37.02% increase in session
length

•

40 new contacts created

•

16 website inquiries

THE CHALLENGE
Imrandd, an asset integrity management
specialist, approached Fifth Ring in 2017 as a
start-up company looking for help with brand
positioning and breaking into the global market
as a challenger brand..
Challenging the status quo, Imrandd needed to tell
their story of how they could revolutionise the way
the upstream oil and gas industry did business,
improving safety and profitable management of
assets through their unique techno-economic
solutions.

THE PROCESS
Fifth Ring provided the go to market strategy to help grow the business
globally, followed by a broad portfolio of activation tactics including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market research
Impactful public relations and content creation
Creative campaign development and execution
Video production
Growth driven web design
Micro targeting social campaign

ANSWER

CREATIVE

THE

Imrandd is in the business of asset integrity
management. So we made it our business to ensure it’s
a brand with the utmost integrity.
Imrandd employ seriously clever people who can not
only provide extremely insightful data for clients, they
can also interpret, like no other, the implications their
data provides.
The strapline? Intelligence with Integrity.
This is just part of the overall message hierarchy work,
which, alongside a fresh new look and feel for the brand,
was unleashed internally and externally with a myriad of
collateral, film and a ‘brand’ new office refresh to boot.

STRATEGIC PRINCIPLE

At the forefront of technical innovation.
This is not merely chemistry, but turns
the overall brand benefit into an artform.

The science of better
Inhance Technologies takes
clients’ products and improves
them. With a duality of meaning,
this also insinuates that Inhance
Technoliogies takes science to
another level.

We developed appealing brand collateral to
reinforce IMRANDD’s position as a
challenger brand.

To support the launch of IMRANDD’s
new product AIDA we developed a
corporate film to generate
engagement on social media

THE RESULTS
From the start, Imrandd challenged the status quo, believing there was a
better way to do business. And, it was successful in disrupting the
marketplace, winning work around the world and is now positioned as
one of the most respected and admired brands within their area of
expertise.
The marketing activities elevated the Imrandd brand around the world,
and harnessed by their ability to deliver what they do better than most,
Imrandd is a clear example of a challenger brand becoming a market
leader.

THE CHALLENGE
Dolphin Drilling is one of the North Sea’s
longest established drilling contractors,
tracing its roots back to the 1960s.
Following a significant restructuring process,
Dolphin Drilling needed an updated visual
identity alongside a streamlined version of
their current messaging.
They approached Fifth Ring to support with
the creation of a new visual identity and
development of new messaging.

THE PROCESS
Working alongside Dolphin Drilling, Fifth Ring worked toward creating
powerful internal and external messaging, with an entire brand refresh and
a comprehensive activation plan to relaunch the brand to the marketplace
The brand activation included
•
•
•
•
•

Exhibition support
A strategic marketing communications plan
A tactical delivery for activating the new brand
A modern and responsive website
Impactful PR

ANSWER

CREATIVE

THE

Dolphin Drilling has been around for a while. The
brand needed refreshing.
We immersed our creatives in the task in hand. A bold,
confident new typeface. A simplified dolphin graphic, giving
the dolphin more prominence. Maximum impact, with
refreshing colours, inspired by industry to complement the
new brand.
Dolphin Drilling works extensively in challenging conditions,
so we felt it befitting to marry industry orange with storm
grey – completely different to the competitor brandscape.
This, along with simple linear graphic styles ensured Dolphin
had their own brand of marine magic.

We created a visually appealing
website for Dolphin Drilling to
express the bold brand identity

THE RESULTS
Fifth Ring successfully launched the new Dolphin Drilling website in August
2020 replacing the previous version with a modern, engaging and fully
optimised website.
The site houses the new messaging and provides the end user with all of
the details they need to have an enjoyable customer experience.
What’s more, the site is fast, slick and reliable and uses a modern CMS to
allow for agile changes to be made when required.

THE CHALLENGE
Expro is an international oil and gas service
company. Operating in a market that is
evolving with an increased focus on the
energy transition and sustainability. Expro
identified an opportunity to evolve their
messaging to reposition the business.
They approached Fifth Ring to support with
the activation of their new messaging
internally and externally.
Fifth Ring has worked with Expro for over 10
years and managed the original project to
integrate multiple companies under the one
Expro brand. This latest project took this
work to the next level.

THE PROCESS
Fifth Ring hosted a series of interviews and workshops with key members
of the Expro team to understand the repositioning of the business and
develop a new corporate vision.
The process included
•
•
•
•
•

Discovery workshops
Development of the new corporate vision
Creative campaign material and visual identity
Website updates
Launch video

ANSWER

CREATIVE

THE

A comprehensive series of workshops helped us get
under the skin of the Expro brand.
Expro are ready for a new era. So we made sure their
brand and their messaging to the outside world (and to
every single member of the Expro team) reflected that.
It was time to be big. Time to be bold.
So we sharpened our creative minds and set about
positioning them in a way that showed Expro is ready to
challenge the status quo.
They’re now the Future engineers™, with a whole host
of brand collateral and a film that helped establish their
brand internally to every Expro staff member and
broadcast their bold new messaging to the world.

STRATEGIC PRINCIPLE (tagline)
The entire industry has to look ahead. The industry, and the world’s attitude to
energy is changing. There is not only a demand for the energy industry to discover
more efficient and cost effective ways of working, but also an increased relevance
and impetus for the industry to aim for a lower carbon future.

Future engineers™
This is purposely engineers, not engineering. People are the most important.
They are the drivers of methodologies. Expro people are confident. They can
draw out the right answers which attract the right clients.
This strategic principle works on two levels.
Firstly, there is the the insinuation that Expro employs tomorrow’s professionals.
Secondly, Expro is the expert that is engineering the industry’s (and potentially the world’s) future.

Filmed on hundreds of
iPhones across the world
we collated the video
recordings and stitched
them all together into
one corporate film.

THE RESULTS
Results across the board have exceeded expectations, with significant
increase in organic brand searches and visits to the new story page on the
Expro website.
To date the video launching the new story has been viewed over 10,000
times and received significant engagement on social media.

Thank you
Jennifer.prince@fifthring.com

